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Today, photogrammetric and remote are intensi-
used obtain information surfaces of 

and the same 
variety 
employed. 
products, which importanoe grows concurrently 
logical automation development. has been made 
stored as an information entity on a data storage media, always, 
the digital elevation model can be compared with the latent re
lief image, which after being processed automatically fa.cili
tates to solve problems within various fields of activity based 
on obtained. main applications, we can 
mention: ortho , digital levelling plotting, 
morphometric , and thematic topographical 
map (ma.p for curva.tures sun exposure of slopes, 
relief ), reoording uses, 3D 

engineering 
or 

D 
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fine the segments of the represented ef by a digital model, 
as a prerequisite condition. In this approach, INTEROOL and 
INTEROUB programmes, components of I)SRPRJ prooessing system 
aiming at digital levelling plotting, are used to obtain digi
tal models as inputs within 3D representations. 

The ground information necessary to develop digital model tor 
a relief segment are derived photogrammetrioally. Both non-uni
form data struotures oontaining pOints, whioh the human ope
rator selected after analysing relief in each measured stereo
model by photointerpretation and uniform struotures representing 
square networks, whioh sampling interval is established by the 
transfer function, are oollected. In both cases, morphological 
lines and points are measured separately and after registration 
their data are added to those used in ourrent description. 

Non-uniform structure processings are made by INTERCOL programme 
based on prinoiple, using' method: 

Z(x,y) = T(x,y) + eTc-It (1) 
The interpolation range we have used i& a circular one. Its ray 
is established considering the maximum correlation distance 
ranging from (1/2.5 ••••• 1/4).Am to (1/4.5 ••••• l/6.5):A.m tor 
flat or near flat terrains and rough terrains, respectively_ To 
determine parameter Am values (the average wavelength of the 
terrain osoillations as against an average horizontal referenoe 
plane) 4 or 5 profiles large enough and densely sampled, are 
used; after a preliminary analYSis of the modelled terrain, 

are on a rendering variation 
range as complete as possible. 

The programme algorithm makes tendency surfaoe seleotion 
using a statistical based on the analysis of the va-

among (Zi) and their va-
lues established suooessively, using interpolation surfaces de
rived from the bicubie incomplete polynomial. It includes expo
nential Gauss and Hirvonen functions to oompute covarianoes, 
having the possibility to be automatically exohanged by compa
ring interpolated height errors th the maximum admissible 
error (m = (O( - eTC-Ie) ~ rna) and it determines point blocks 
within interpolation 4& Oomputation units processed oan 
comprise 21500 reference points, and processing result as 
a square network. 

When the tal elevation 
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assures: 
eonti-

..................... ."., and 
oan 

is output as a. 
been used. 

at segment 
in programme 

Homogeneous 
curves and 

the 
theorem 

situated a 
a ondent in {(n+l)D) 

they are easily solved when 
resul ts obtained can be 

, after they have undergone 
to develop perspective 

coordinate is the main 

operations 

oan be grouped 
a product, 

application (Newm~ 

ation, [x y z] post tion 
wi thin (3D) spaoe is represen-
by z m] vector having an 
o t named the scale 

1 

into (4D) space given 
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es and 

uniform coordi
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[x y Z 1 ]=[ x y z 1] 0 1 0 0 (4 ) o 0 1 0 
Tx Ty Tz 1 
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(Tx, Ty, Tz = displacements axis directions). 
b) rotations defined after the ro 
in connection with rotation axis 

sense has been specified 
tiona. 

y [x y Z 1 ] =[ x y z ( 5) 
4111=---+-'----x 

z~ 
_-.-.. __ -..x 

[x y z 1] ==[ x y z 

,----Rce 

[
~r.p 0 sin cp 

1 ] -s~~ ~ c~~ (6 ) 

[x y z 1] =[)( Y z 

--- [~OSX -Si~-;"-a---"a~' 1 
1 ] sinX cosx a 

a a 1 

a a a 
(7 ) 

0) scaling, using elements situated on 
diagonal. 

the transformation matrix 

[ 

mx a
Tm 

a a 1 [ x y Z 1]= [x Y z 1 ] a my 0 a 
a a mz a (8) 

o a a mg 

(mx. my, Dlz = local scale faoto,rs, mg -global scale faotor) 

Considering observations on advantages of homogeneous ooordinate 
uses to develop perspeoti va representations, transformations f,:rom 
relations (4 - 8) applied in the representation prooess are sim
plified,using a general matrix T@ =: RC()eRqJGRx-Tt"Tm" 

A set ot three programmes (RELIEF - C,D,S) generating represen
tations within the relief space have been implemented. based on 
the concepts previously described. 

RELIEF-C programme represents the relief in oentral perspec-
tive as a frontal view, using the projeotion pOint specified only 
by Xp and Zp ooordinates. According to this representation variant 

z at the beginnning, O(XYZ) referenoe coor-

Figure 1 

origin: 

dinate system oorresponding to the digi
tal model is planimetriaily shifted in the 

y represented relief segment centre during 
~--- a preliminary computation stage '(Figure 1). 

Then, TG general transformation matrix 
is obtained oarrying out the following 
transformations: 
- digital. model 
that the' proj 
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- the viewing system considered is a left Cartesian one ~~); 
z axis corresponds to the viewing axis, x axis is right oriented 
and y up oriented; such a case, axis redistributions 
are applied (Z elevations tal model are oriented to-
wards y direction): 

o 0 
o -1 
1 0 
o 0 

) y 

- to orient z axis on the viewi~ direction pointing O(XYZ) re
ference ooordinate system origin! a 900 rotation is made around 
y axis followed by a. seoond (cosw=xp/v'xt + Y~ ; sinw=zp/Vx~ + Y~ ) 
rotation around x axis. 
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The general transformation matrix resulted 
transformations has the following shape: 

[

0 
1; - 1 0 
G - 0 cosw 

o TXpsinw-Tzpcosw 
-sinw 

TZpsinw+ Txpcosw 

-sincu -cosw 

o 

o 

~~.] 

y 

(ii, Yi, zi' 1) transformed coordinates are projeoted on (xvy) 
viewing plane, which oorresponding plane ZOY in the referenoe 
coordinate system, after the digital model points are transformed 
using Ta matrix. 

1 ] [1~Z; 1~i ~ 
o 0 0 

o 0 0 
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Lines within the model network are sequentially prooessed, and 
liz! ratio is updated corresponding to each line, in order to 
carry out their computations. 

The hidden zoneswlthin the represented relief segment are esta
blished using sucoessive profile comparing method, when the 
points projeoted on the viewing plane having a [R ]ij matrix 
shape are at our disposal. Da.ta of the first time, b&longing 
to R ij define (Pl) profile geometrically making the first 
horizon or the first minimum visibility line; the[R]ij matrix 
ana.lyais is out from South to North. The points dis.:posed 
on the second t on the new (P2) 
profile as profile are , using the prooe-
dure given b2. profile 1s considered 
dev1ded •••• I n ) marked by its segment ends. 

, The suocessive positions of (P2) pOints 
--JI--~(f---+{ wi thin each interval are compared wi th 

: # (P1) the limi t posi tion given by (Pl) pro
.l' tile segment defining the interval 

(8) establish visib11i t,.. A funotion.whioh 
2 values represent the orientation angle 

differences, such as: 
F(-e)=(&p~ p1 - Bp~ p.2.) (9) 

It 11+1. 11 12-
is used in the above mentioned oomparison: The function negative 
values show (P2) profile hidden points new points 
given by segment intersec or linearly; 
together with (Pl) pOints, location 
line. Thus~ the next minimum limit indicated 
gure 2 by broken lines analysi a profile 
pair, this computation until R]ij matrix 
is finished. The prooedure above are 
dueed into and FV files as a corresponding 
to the profiles horizontally vertically~ using a 
plotter. FO file is generated by line and FV file is ob-
tained by simultaneous row generations. 

The obliqueperspeotive representations are made, using RELIEF-D 
and S programmes. The representation in the oblique perspeotive 
projection deviated towards to right is implemented by RELIEF-D 
programme processing the digi model a left Cartesian sys-
tem (Figure 3). Two transformation in a Ta 
transformation t i~e. a direction 
followed by a 

1G----~-
z ______ ~A ________ ~ 

Yx [' ~ r ~ ~l[g-:: ~: 
ID'--T-

x
- ___ -"""-I---7- (1-1 )Tx 0 0 1 0 0 a 

creases 
formation, 
y == 0; i == Z) 
plottings are made, 
cond oblique perspec 
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lett is implemented by RELIEF-S programme processing the digi
tal model. The same procedure transformations, as well as, 
computations an used as programme is employed, 
but with a system. Programmes are written in 
FORTRAN language, and !RISTO plotter is used to obtain out
puts. 

Considering the high 3D representation capacity to describe 
the relief configuration at the beginning, they have been 
applied in levelling plotting checkings. using 13SRPR3 pro
gramme system. 

4 
an contour """'_'!Ol'1\OI' 
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Bo the representation fidelity and oomprehensibility of the 
programmes simulating microforms within digital model network 
are well evaluated,introduc1ng some erroneous elevation values 
considering the contour interval values. Sub~outine8 implemen
ting designed elevation values as inputs for the digital model 
have been introduced in the JD representation procrammes, in or
der to investigate dam locations. After the designed elevations 
have been placed in planimetric positions corresponding to va
rious designing versions~ representatiolls showing the designed 
dam ,eventually, the active storage lake are generated 
(Figures 5 b,c d). The same subroutines are used in open-pit 
mining (Figures 6 b,o). 

3D to be a useful checking tool. 
Used digital plotting, they are a real help in eva-
luating both curve qualities and computation programme 
oomprehensib11ity~ They can be also used to estimate overlay 
qualities derived various methods in practical use. Just one 
more mention, are a very effioient way to visualise engineer-
ing deSigns, t the eventual designing errors, and to 
study the impact among designed buildings and the environs.In the 
near future,.e have an intention to make JD representation teats, 
in our desire to evaluate generalisation prooedures and DEM data 
colleoting ohecking, as well. 

, , 
RESUME: On presente une aerie de programmes pour construire des 
representations tridimenttonnelles du terrain. La superticie des 

representes defin1e initialement par des modeles 
numerique de relief generes sous forme de quadrillage, en 
lisant .la methode de oollocation ou les fonations usplinen b1cu-

• oonstrue des representations se realise en trois 
:l'expression des points d.u modele numerique en coordonnees 

homogenes, par option la transformation en projeotion perspeotive 
centrale ou oblique 18 determination des parties visibles de 
la superfioie. Dans l'etape de determination de la visib1lite on 
applique un test sur 18 oomparaison de l'angle d.'orientation. 
Les representations sont utiliaees pour 1a verifioation du filege 

oourbes de niveau pour l'etude de l'emplacement des construo
at la visualisation des projets des expIoi

ciel ouvert. Les applications mentionnees sont 
par des planohes realisees au systeme de dessin au

ARISTOMAT. 
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